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Doomsday Reaper 3.2

�e Doomsday Reaper 3.2 is the ultimate �nesse craw. A lot of punch is packed into this little package.
�e ribbed body and tails move large amounts of water compared to larger smooth bodied baits and yet 
it has a very subtle and subdued �apping action in order to appear more life like. Dropshot it. Put it on 
the back of a 1/8 oz. to 3/16 oz. �nesse jig and catch your limit. Bass all over the World fear the Reaper.

Bama Bug
DTCORPER3.2-BBG

$5.99 MSRP

Beat Down
DTCORPER3.2-BDN

$5.99 MSRP

Cinnamon Mint
DTCORPER3.2-CMT

$5.99 MSRP

Dirty Gill
DTCORPER3.2-DTG

$5.99 MSRP

Green Pumpkin
DTCORPER3.2-GPK

$5.99 MSRP

Muddy Bayou
DTCORPER3.2-MBY

$5.99 MSRP

Spiced Pumpkin
DTCORPER3.2-SPK

$5.99 MSRP

Watermelon Red
DTCORPER3.2-WMR

$5.99 MSRP



 Doomsday Roku 5.4

�e Doomsday Roku is a new twist on a classic design. It is not your normal fat heavy salted worm and it 
is not your normal thin �nesse worm. �e Roku �nds itself in the middle, which means it can be used in 
any of your favorite �nesse presentations. But where it really shines is in the rig that is the secret most 
Pro's are not telling you, the “Neko Rig”. Stick a nail weight in the nose and a wacky hook through the "O" 
of DTCo and �sh it like you would a Shaky Head and get ready to cull. �e unique six sided pro�le allows 
this bait to shimmy and shake while giving o� huge amounts of �ash, causing bites from even the most 
picky �sh.

Bama Bug
DTCOROKU5.4-BBG

$5.99 MSRP

Beat Down
DTCOROKU5.4-BDN

$5.99 MSRP

Cinnamon Mint
DTCOROKU5.4-CMT

$5.99 MSRP

Dirty Gill
DTCOROKU5.4-DTG

$5.99 MSRP

Green Pumpkin
DTCOROKU5.4-GPK

$5.99 MSRP

Muddy Bayou
DTCOROKU5.4-MBY

$5.99 MSRP

Spiced Pumpkin
DTCOROKU5.4-SPK

$5.99 MSRP

Watermelon Red
DTCOROKU5.4-WMR

$5.99 MSRP









For information about wholesale pricing and becoming a 
dealer please send your requests to 

Info@DoomsdayTackle.com




